
Solutions Overview

A Time for Action

The wise security leader picks a third option instead of choosing between two bad ones. When the choice is 

between hoping adversaries won’t find a security hole and looking for vulnerabilities with last-generation technology, 

there is no clear win. Synack offers that win—work with helpful hackers to thwart criminals before they even start. 

Synack Crowdsourced Security Testing

Synack brings together the most highly skilled and thoroughly vetted security researchers to efficiently find and fix 

vulnerabilities before an adversary can exploit them and inflict critical damage.  

Synack stands apart from competitors through our innovation in applying technology, crowdsourcing solutions and 

bug bounties to cybersecurity. This includes discovering unknown vulnerabilities and performing mandated checks 

for weaknesses to meet compliance needs such as PCI. By harnessing top security talent and advanced technology, 

organizations successfully harden networks, effectively mitigate risks, and efficiently combat threats.  The result 

is security testing with the speed and agility of software development, the intelligence of the world’s best security 

researchers, and the convenience of a service.  

Synack has four offerings to meet a wide variety of security needs for compliance, audit, and just plain better security, 

all through a managed, controlled approach.

Managed Responsible Disclosure (MRD)

Offering clients a comprehensive, fully managed program for enterprises and growth companies, the Synack Managed 

Responsible Disclosure program allows customers to accept reports of vulnerabilities, abnormalities and other inputs 

from any person who happens to find an issue worth reporting. Synack takes on all the work of screening, vetting and 

prioritizing these submissions to unburden the customer’s security team. This Synack offering is available as an add-

on service to offerings below.

Crowdsourced Vulnerability Discovery (CVD)

Synack Red Team Researchers conduct an unstructured hunt across your environment including web applications, 

mobile assets, and infrastructure.  Rapid vulnerability detection and detailed report submissions are incentivized 

through a fast-paying bug bounty model, bringing you a comprehensive threat picture, encompassing both the 

vulnerability and its remediation. Typically delivered in two weeks, CVD provides the assurance that only a truly 

simulated attack can deliver.

Crowdsourced Penetration Testing (CPT)

Synack’s Crowdsourced Penetration Testing augments the capabilities of CVD with a checklist-driven approach for 

compliance reasons.  To meet specific regulatory-driven compliance standards, CPT offers OWASP and PCI-ready 

checks, documenting each specific security check, how it was done, and any positive or negative results.

Crowdsourced Continuous Testing (CCT)

The Synack Crowdsourced Continuous Testing solution couples CVD and CPT at a non-stop pace, delivering 

continuous monitoring and penetration testing. CCT provides the most dynamic security assurance, narrowing gaps 

and hardening attack surfaces, leveraging advanced software-based change detection, continual scanning, and 

ongoing human analysis from the Synack Red Team.



Pricing & Packaging

Synack Crowdsourced Security Testing

Underlying Synack’s offerings is the Synack platform and its unique components. Together, they deliver 

crowdsourced security testing that has been trusted by the U.S. Department of Defense, IRS, and over 100 

organizations around the world.

Synack Red Team
A global team of top 

security experts

Client Portal
Real-time analytics 
and benchmarking

LaunchPoint
A secure testing gateway

Mission Ops
Your force multiplier

Hydra®
The Synack Red Team’s 

secret weapon

CROWDSOURCED TESTING TRUST REAL RESULTS

Synack Red Team—The SRT is Synack’s private network 

of highly-curated, skilled, and vetted security researchers 

from around the world.  These security experts receive the 

most stringent combination of screening, interviews, skills, 

testing, and vetting in the industry.

Hydra®—Synack’s proprietary, automated scanning 

analysis solution performs recon for the SRT and 

augments their talents and expertise. It adds advanced 

vulnerability scanning, change detection, and defensive 

technology detection to their individual tactics.

LaunchPoint®—Synack’s LaunchPoint is Synack’s 

proprietary secure gateway, capturing all testing traffic 

data, delivering trust, transparency, and auditability to the 

crowdsourced testing model.  Clients receive a full report 

of all data analytics on demand in the client portal.

Mission Ops—Bridging the gap between clients and the SRT, 

the Synack Mission Operations team serves as the primary 

liaison to the client, ensuring the SRT remains focused on 

their mission, and enabling the client to focus their attention 

to vulnerability remediation and risk reduction.
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• Highly Vetted

• Top Quality

• Highest Efficiency

• Compliance

• Easy to Deploy & Manage

• Continuous

• Scalable

• Analytics. Reporting. 

Usable Risk Score

• Trusted by both the Public 

and Private Sector

Zero Compromise Security


